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PHOTOSHOOT

Your action photo the end of the slide.
Today’s sliders are used in sharing their special moments
through social media with their family and friends. Research
shows that 80% of all data over the internet is photo / video
streaming.
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systems. This is proven technology which has developed over
the past years and is part of the iSlide succes.
At the end of the slide your action picture will be taken by a
camera. This picture can be send directly to your e-mail adress
if the RFID option is chosen, or the picture can be seen on a 42”
TV screen, or the pictures can be found on a large visual contaiiSlide has developed a system where photo’s are taken and for
people to send to their e-mail and social media. Thousends
of pictures are taken every week with the iSlide Photo Shoot

ning tablets ( Photo to e-mail package )
If the PhotoShoot runs stand alone a push button at the start
will be used for choosing that the picture needs to be taken.
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When the PhotoShoot will be placed in combination with an
Aqua Smash and/or Photo to e-mail connection, then also ones

SOCIAL MEDIA PACKAGE

points, slide speed and reference time will be projected on the
screen.
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Cabinet sizes ( the dimensions are not final and can be adjust where necessary )
K1 = 835mm x 635mm x 300mm - 750 Watts
TV = 755mm x 1145mm x 198mm - 150 Watts

Cable Specifications
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